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COMPANY DESCRIPTION

OUR BUSINESS

Wedge is a Real-Time Threat Prevention solutions company.

Our innovation is a patented software platform that enables the customer’s network to be the most effective defense against advanced malicious cyber threats. It is distributed by our MSSP, VAR, or SI partners.

OUR HISTORY

HQ in Calgary, Alberta, Canada; 20 technical team members
Focused exclusively on cyber security since 2008 with an innovative technology platform
Real-time Threat Prevention product family roll out since late 2016
Proven: Protecting millions of endpoints, 17 countries

AWARDS & FOOTPRINTS
COLLABORATION: AREAS OF INTEREST

Cybersecurity area/s of interest:
• Real-time Threat Prevention
• Deep Learning for Real-time APT prevention
• SASE (Secure Access Service Edge)
• Secure SD-WAN
• Cloud-based security
• Next Gen IDPS
• Network based IIoT Security

International collaborations that Wedge is involved with:
• Canadian Technology Accelerator (CTA) Program: NYC, Silicon Valley
• Eureka/Celtic: 5G-Road-Safe Plus
• CIIP: Healthcare IoT Security
COLLABORATION: PROJECT/S OF INTEREST

Some of our project ideas include:

• Replace slow/expensive sandbox with deep learning based real-time threat prevention
• Real-time threat protection for cyber-physical systems
• Secure SD-WAN over high bandwidth mobile data networks (LTE, 5G, etc.)

We are also open to additional ideas from others.
PARTNERS AND EXPERTISE

Existing Partnerships

Desired Partnerships/Missing Expertise
MSSPs in Canada; Threat Intelligence data brokers; machine learning based anomaly detection abilities
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